National Cowboy Poetry Speakers at GBC

Free Admission

James Galvin
Award Winning Poet

Thursday, January 31, 2013
5:30-6:45 p.m.

GREAT BASIN COLLEGE
Elko - Electrical and Industrial Tech Building, Room 203 (Live Presentation)
Battle Mountain — Battle Mountain #1
Ely — ELY 118
Winnemucca — WINN 201

James Galvin has published seven books of poetry including, At It. He is also the author of the critically acclaimed prose book The Meadow and a novel, Fencing the Sky. His honors include a Lila Wallace Foundation Award, a Lannan Literary Award and fellowships from numerous foundations.

Martin Black
Horseman

Dr. Stephen Peters
Researcher

Thursday, January 31, 2013
7-8:15 p.m.

GREAT BASIN COLLEGE
Elko - High Tech Center 123 (Live Presentation)
Battle Mountain — Lander Cooperative Extension
Ely — ELY 105
Winnemucca — WINN 201

Dr. Stephen Peters works as a neuropsychologist at a large hospital in eastern Iowa. He specializes in research on brain functioning in horses and also trains his horses in the vaquero tradition.

Martin Black is a fifth-generation horseman who travels internationally starting colts and conducting horsemanship and ranch clinics. His teaching and horsemanship use time-honored techniques that have withstood the test of time.

Together, their experiences have resulted in the book Evidence-Based Horsemanship. Books by all presenters will be available for sale at their GBC presentations.

For more information, call 775-753-2231.